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So far LHC has carried out an amazing number of searches. 
(More LHC talks this afternoon)

There is no confirmed signal of new physics yet. Yet before 
forming any strong opinion, it’s worthwhile to know a bit what
LHC has excluded and what are the implications of the LHC 
results for big physics questions. 

  



A two-sentence summary of LHC results:

Strongly-interacting particles (colored particles) are strongly 
constrained. 
E.g., gluinos ~ 2 TeV; scalar or fermonic top partners ~ (1 - 1.5) TeV; 

Relatively weak constraints on weakly-interacting particles: 
depend on the final states. 
(one example with essentially no constraints beyond LEP will be 
discussed later).

  



Outline
Origin of electroweak scale                                                
— Implications of LHC results;                                           
— Loop holes and new search directions;                         
— New theory directions: connection between 
electroweak physics and cosmology/astrophysics;

Dark matter at the LHC

Flavor anomalies

Future collider frontier



Higgs is a field that permeates the vacuum. It can store energy, depending
on the field value in some region.

Higgs potential energy
The Higgs has a non-zero 
“expectation value”: at the 
minimal of its potential, the field 
value is non-zero.

The non-zero expectation value
is responsible for electroweak 
symmetry breaking (EWSB) and 
masses of elementary particles 
such as fermions and W/Z gauge 
bosons.

Higgs boson

© P. Tanedo

Higgs and EWSB in a Nutshell



Electroweak Naturalness
The Higgs potential is something we put in by hand in Standard 
Model.

We want to explain it           new physics beyond the SM;

Natural ways to explain it: new physics with colored top partners 
close to weak scale. 
Classic examples: weak-scale SUSY and composite Higgs. In SUSY,An Observation
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Consider the diagrams in Fig. 1. We’ve already observed that the one at left is problematic: it’s a
renormalization of an external line, so we don’t want to include it when we compute a loop amplitude. In
shamplitude calculations, it shows up as unpleasant 1

s12...(n�1)
⇥ ⇤ factors in the amplitudes we’re trying

to build the shamplitude out of, which we are currently removing by hand.
The other kind of bubble diagram with one gluon connected at one end is shown on the right in Fig. 1.

It has a two-particle vertex at the other end. As a result, it has the structure:

�
d4⇤

(2⇥)4
�1µ (2⇤µ + kµ1 ) J(k2, . . . kj) · J(kj+1, . . . kn)

(⇤2 �m2)((⇤+ k1)2 �m2)
. (1)

Notice that this always contributes 0 to the loop integral: �1 · k1 = 0, and the bubble integral, linear in ⇤µ,
can only be proportional to kµ1 , because all dependence on the other momenta factors out of the integrand.

So, we can in fact drop every diagram with only one gluon connected on one side of a bubble. It’s tempting
to try to inductively turn this into a procedure for generating shamplitudes only from other shamplitudes,
not from amplitudes, but the argument doesn’t work. It would be nice to do something more systematic
than dropping terms by hand. Is there a nice procedure that makes use of this fact?

At least for the 4-point shamplitude, it means computing it directly from Feynman diagrams only involves
summing up nine diagrams (Fig. 2). We can eliminate four of these with a convenient gauge choice.

Four-point loops from Feynman diagrams

If we want to compute the + + ++ amplitude, we can make �i · �j = 0 simply by taking �i =
µ�̃i

hµ ii for all i.

In the + + +� case, we can make �i · �j = 0 by taking �i =
�4�̃i
h4 ii for i = 1, 2, 3 and �4 = �4�̃1

[4 1] . Thus, we can

discard all Feynman diagrams with 4-point (2-scalar 2-gluon) vertices. The remaining diagrams are boxes,
triangles, and the bubble with two particles on each side attached at 3-gluon vertices.
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The box diagram is:
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. (2)
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“Stop” or “scalar top”: cancels the biggest correction from the top 
loop. ~10% tuned if mass ~ 700 GeV.



Implications of LHC Results

Impressive reach with 13 TeV 
data for simplest stop decays
(at both CMS and ATLAS): 
exclude stop ~ 1 TeV (for 
neutralino below 400 GeV) and 
cover the compressed region 
(stop mass ~ top + heavy 
neutralino). 



Null results teach us valuable lessons: traditional natural 
scenarios with electroweak fine-tuning no worse than 10% 
are very cornered. 

There are still loopholes in existing searches. 
The theoretical models may look more complicated and the 
main point is to motivate new experimental signals and 
searches.

 



Stealth stop signals

Figure 8: Bound on the g̃ ! t̃ ! H̃ ! S̃ ! G̃ decay chain. At left: bound for the SHu Hd model. At right: bound
for the SYY model (right). The purple curves correspond to the CMS same-sign dilepton plus jets search [118]; the
red curves correspond to the ATLAS multijet search [108, 109] and the blue curves correspond to the ATLAS search
requiring at least three b-jets plus missing energy [122, 123]. Solid lines correspond to 95% CLs exclusion limits using
the best signal region from a given search, and dashed lines weaken the bound by a factor of 2.
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Figure 9: The t̃R ! S̃ ! G̃ simplified model. Left: diagram of decays.The green “+g” in the stop decay applies only
to the SYY scenario, not the SHu Hd one. Right: Feynman diagram for the most common decay chain. We show the
SHu Hd scenario in black, with the green gluons indicating the most common decays in the alternative SYY scenarios.
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light invisible fermion

Stealth SUSY: 
Approximate SUSY in the hidden sector suppressing missing 
momentum; 
visible particles at the end of long cascades through the hidden 
sector have less energies.

Fan, Krall, Pinner, Reece, Ruderman, 2015

top pairs + jets
(very little additional 
missing momentum);
similar to SM top 
background



Neutral naturalness and exotic Higgs decay
Top partners that are crucial for stabilizing the Higgs potential at the 
weak scale do not feel strong dynamics. They are either SM gauge 
singlets or electroweakly charged (difficult to be found). 
Chacko, Goh, Harnik, 2005; revived recently with many papers 

FIG. 1: Example of a Twin Higgs collider event. The SM-like Higgs decays through a loop of

the twin tops into a pair of twin gluons, which subsequently hadronize to produce various twin

glueballs. While some glueballs are stable at the collider scale, G0+ decay to Standard Model

particles is su�ciently fast to give LHC-observable e↵ects, including possible displaced vertices.

The hĝĝ coupling, indicated by a black dot, is generated by small mixing of the Higgs and the twin

Higgs.

the gluino. With large color charge and spin, the gluino is phenomenologically striking over

much of motivated parameter space, almost independent of its decay modes [12–14]. In Twin

Higgs models, the analogous two-loop role is played by twin gluons, which can again give rise

to striking signatures over a large part of parameter space, not because of large cross-sections

but because they, along with any light twin matter, are confined into bound states: twin

hadrons. Together with the Higgs portal connecting the SM and twin sectors, the presence

of metastable hadrons sets up classic “confining Hidden Valley” phenomenology [15–21],

now in a plot directly linked to naturalness.

A prototypical new physics event is illustrated in Fig. 1. The scalar line represents the

recently discovered 125 GeV Higgs scalar. This particle is primarily the SM Higgs with

a small admixture of twin Higgs; it is readily produced by gluon fusion. But because of

its twin Higgs content, it has at least one exotic decay mode into twin gluons, induced

by twin top loops, with a branching fraction of order 0.1%. The twin gluons ultimately

hadronize into twin glueballs, which have mass in the ⇠ 1 � 100 GeV range within the

minimal model. While most twin glueballs have very long lifetimes and escape the detector

as missing energy, the lightest 0++ twin glueball has the right quantum numbers to mix with

6

Craig, Katz, Strassler, 
Sundrum 2015 

Exotic Higgs decays to hidden sector glueballs, which then
decay back to SM, including displaced vertex 
collider study see Curtin, Verhaaren 2015
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Fig. 1: Simplified detector layout showing the position of the 200 m ⇥ 200 m ⇥ 20 m LLP decay volume used
for physics studies. The tracking planes in the roof detect charged particles, allowing for the reconstruction of dis-
placed vertices in the air-filled decay volume. The scintillator surrounding the volume provides vetoing capability
against charged particles entering the detector.

muons coming from the primary pp interaction.
The sensor technology should be proven and cheap in order to achieve the requisite fiducial volume

at a reasonable cost. Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) is the current default detector technology, though
other options are not excluded at this early stage of the design process. Its tracking performance has
been proven in many earlier experiments. Indeed, the performance requirements for MATHUSLA are
less stringent than what has already been achieved in large-scale deployments.

For example, ATLAS has achieved a timing resolution of 1 ns and a spatial resolution of 1 cm,
while CMS has achieved a timing resolution of 1 ns [24] and a spatial resolution of 0.81 cm [25]. RPCs
operating in streamer mode at the YangBaJing laboratory for cosmic ray studies have demonstrated the
required rate capability [26]. Higher rates can be achieved by operating in avalanche mode. RPCs have
also been deployed in detectors with similar geometry and areas greater than ⇠ 7000m2 [27, 28]. It is
also worth noting that ARGO YBJ operated for 5 years almost unattended, testifying to the reliability
of the technology. The construction procedure is straight-forward and has been industrialized, making
its unit cost superior to the most obvious alternatives. There are no fundamental obstacles to achieve
the production rate needed to match the HL-LHC time scale. Nevertheless, MATHUSLA will require a
larger area of RPC than has been used in any single experiment before. Since the basic technology of RPC
is well understood, the ongoing effort in exploring this detector option is focused on cost performance
optimization.

This minimal detector design is sufficient for LLP discovery via geometrical DV reconstruction.
As discussed in [9], it is even sufficient to measure the LLP boost event-by-event, which can reveal
important information about the LLP mass and production mode, especially when correlated with main
detector information. Distinguishing between leptonic and hadronic LLP decays is also straightforward
(for LLP masses significantly above a GeV) simply by final state multiplicity.

It was also noted in [9] that MATHUSLA’s capabilities could be extended by placing several cm
of converter material like Iron between two of the RPC planes. This would allow photons to be detected
by conversion and electrons to be distinguished from muons by the induced electromagnetic shower.
As shown schematically in Fig. 2, this permits event-by-event particle identification of the LLP final
states, supplying important information on the nature of a discovered LLP. Studies are underway on the
amount and location of converter material to optimize particle identification performance while taking
into account practical issues such as weight and cost. It should be noted that the outcome of this study

strategy.
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Searching for long-lived Particles
MATHUSLA (MAssive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra-Stable neutraL 
pArticles) Curtin et.al 2018: Surround a large volume with inexpensive
scintillator as a veto; put a tracking detector inside.

search for LLPs with lifetimes much greater than the size of the LHC 
main detectors, cτ ≫ 100 m. 
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FIG. 1. Layout of the LHCb experimental cavern UX85 at point 8 of the LHC [66], overlaid with the CODEX-b apparatus.

(ii) The proximity of the box to LHCb – approximately
only four bunch crossing times for relativistic ob-
jects – may permit it to interface with LHCb’s
planned triggerless readout, allowing for identifica-
tion and at least partial reconstruction of the LLP
event. For the benchmarks we consider here, this
may enable one to tag a VBF jet for Higgs decays,
or an associated K

(⇤) for B decays.

(iii) The modest size of the fiducial volume may also
permit, in principle, implementation of more am-
bitious detection technologies such as calorimetry
or time-of-flight, providing momentum reconstruc-
tion and particle identification that will aid in the
confirmation of a discovery.

B. Reach intuition

The geometric acceptance of the CODEX-b box is ⇠
1% (normalized to 4⇡). The LLP reach is attenuated
further by the distribution of the LLP production and
interplay between the LLP lifetime ⌧ and the box depth.
The number of LLP decay vertices expected in the box

Nbox = LLHCb ⇥ �pp!'X ⇥
Z

vol

d"(r, ⌘)

dV

dV , (1)

where the location of the box is specified by an azimuthal
angle, the distance from the IP, r, and the pseudorapid-
ity, ⌘. In these coordinates, the di↵erential fiducial e�-
ciency is

d"(r, ⌘)

dV

=
1

2⇡r

2
c⌧

Z
d� w(�, ⌘) ⇥ e

�r/(c⌧��)

��

. (2)

with � and � the usual kinematic variables. The func-
tion w(�, ⌘) is the di↵erential probability of producing
the LLP with pseudorapidity ⌘ and velocity �, and is
typically obtained from Monte Carlo.

To gain a rough sense of the achievable fiducial e�-
ciency, let us assume w is factorizable into a �-function in
� at �0�0 ⇠ 3 and a flat distribution in pseudorapidity for
|⌘| < ⌘0 ⇠ 5. This is a reasonable approximation for, e.g.,
an exotic Higgs decay. That is, w(�, ⌘) ⇡ �(���0)/(2⌘0)
on the box domain ⌘ 2 [0.2, 0.6]. The fiducial e�ciency
is then approximately

"box ' 0.4

2⌘0

|�2 � �1|
2⇡

h
e

�r1/r0 � e

�r2/r0
i
, (3)

with r0 = c⌧�0�0. Using |�2 � �1| ⇠ 10/25, r1 ⇠ 25 m,
r2 ⇠ 35 m, one estimates a maximum fiducial e�ciency
"box ⇠ 10�3. In the long (short) lifetime regime c⌧ � r1,2

(c⌧ ⌧ r1,2), this e�ciency is linearly (exponentially) sup-
pressed by |r2� r1|/r0 (e�r1/r0). In the case of Higgs de-
cay to dark photons, e.g., this translates to a maximal 2�

exclusion reach of Br[h ! 2�d] ⇠ 10�4, for L = 300 fb�1

expected after Run 5. We confirm this estimate with a
more detailed simulation below.

C. Tracking

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
detector, we have studied a simple tracking layout based
on RPC strip modules with 1 cm2 e↵ective granularity.
Such modules typically also have 1 ns or better timing
resolution, which may be useful for background rejection
or improving the reconstruction of slow-moving signals.

CODEX-b: Gligorov et.al 

MilliQan: Haas et.al

V. MECHANICS, COOLING, AND MAGNETIC SHIELDING

We are developing the mechanics to support the detector in the drainage gallery site so as

to allow both modular assembly and movement of the detector to a stowed position during

access periods.

We have a working design consisting of three stacks, one for each of the three layers

along the mCP flight direction, that can be separately assembled. The scintillator bars are

mounted on trays within each stack as sketched in Fig. 2. The three stacks, each of which

might weigh up to ⇠ 2000 kg, will be mounted on an adjustable platform that can tilt the

full assembly to point toward the collision point, or be retracted to a horizontal orientation

to be moved aside during access periods.

FIG. 2: A sketch of the working design for the mechanical support. The rows of scintillator

bars and PMTs are mounted in trays within three separate stacks. The middle stack is

o↵set horizontally by 1/2 unit as discussed later in this document. An adjustable platform

supports all three stacks and can be tilted to point toward the collision point for data

taking or be retracted to a horizontal orientation during access periods.

The sides of the assembly would be covered with a mu-metal skin for magnetic shielding

and enclosed for temperature control. The size of the drainage gallery leaves little clearance

at the corners of the detector, which constrains the thickness and mounting in those regions.

However, the space along the sides of the detector is not constrained. We envision using
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FIG. 1: Schematic drawings of the LHC ring and the current very forward infrastructure down-
stream from the ATLAS and CMS interaction points, along with the representative far and near
on-axis detector locations for FASER. Note the extreme di↵erence in the transverse and longitu-
dinal scales in the lower figure. Details of the geometry and sample tracks have been taken from
Refs. [31–33]. See the text for details.

IPs in the very forward direction, including charged pions, muons, protons, neutrons, and
photons, and also possibly dark photons and other new particles, propagate inside the beam
pipe. About 20 m downstream they encounter the TAS front quadrupole absorber [34, 35],
a 1.8 m long copper block with an inner radius of 17 mm, which shields the superconducting
quadrupole magnets (Q1, Q2, and Q3) behind it from the forward radiation. The two
proton beams are then separated by the inner beam separation dipole magnet D1 at a
distance of 59� 83 m downstream [36]. The D1 magnet also deflects other charged particles
produced at the IP. Note that multi-TeV charged particles are only slightly deflected from
the proton beam and therefore can travel ⇠ 10�100 m before colliding with the beam pipe,
as indicated by the blue sample tracks in Fig. 1. At the distance of ⇠ 140 m downstream,
the neutral particles produced at the IP are absorbed by the 3.5 m thick TAN neutral
particle absorber [37]. In passing through the TAN, the two proton beams transition from
a single beam pipe for both beams to individual beam pipes for each beam. At this point
the horizontal separation between the inner edges of the beam pipes is 96 mm [38]. Finally,
153 � 162 m downstream, the proton beams encounter the outer beam separation dipole
magnet D2, which aligns the proton beams to be parallel. After the D2 magnet the proton
beams have a horizontal separation of 194 mm [36].

New light particles may be predominantly produced in the very forward direction with
very little transverse momentum relative to the beam collision axis. A forward detector,
placed on the beam collision axis downstream from the IP, can then be sensitive to such
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Relaxing the little hierarchy?

(−M2 + gϕ) |h |2 + (gM2ϕ + g2ϕ2 + ⋯)
+Λ(h)4cos(ϕ/f )

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran 2015

Original version requires: exponentially small g, exponentially many e-
folds, exponentially large field range beyond the Planck scale;
(constraints from UV completion: McAllister et.al 2016)

Cosmological selected electroweak vacuum



Many further attempts based on it:

Relaxion chiral supermultiplet with relaxino as gravitino.
Split-SUSY like spectrum with little hierarchy explained dynamically 
(Batell, Giudice, McCullough 2015)

Other interesting developments: alternative friction during relaxation from 
particle production (Hook, Marques Tavares 2016; Fonseca, Morgante, 
Servant, 2018) Smaller field range needed. Closer to plausibility?



Cosmological Signal of a Fine-tuned Higgs

We are here:  
Precariously in between

Unbroken 
EW Symmetry

Badly Broken 
EW Symmetry

Amin, Fan, Lozanov, Reece 1802.00444

A time-dependent Higgs mass (due to coupling to an oscillating 
scalar) in the early Universe. 



nontrivial equation of state stochastic gravitational waves

Amin, Fan, Lozanov, Reece 1802.00444

If the Higgs potential is tuned, particle production of the 
Higgs and fragmentation of the oscillating scalar 



Dark Matter at the LHC
There has been a well-established DM program at the 
LHC: mono-X (X = jet, Higgs,….) based on model-
independent effective operator parametrization or 
simplified models. Provide interesting complementary 
probe to direct/indirect dark matter searches. 
Goodman, Ibe, Rajaraman, Shepherd, Tait, Yu 2000; summary reports: 
1506.03116; 1507.00966

e.g., axial scalar mediator
not constrained by direct 
detection



Simple WIMP at large:  
Higgsino DM 

Simple WIMP model still alive (elusive to all DM detections  
so far): higgsino dark matter, a fermionic electroweak doublet 
(fermionic copy of the Higgs doublet) with little mixing with other 
fermions, with the right thermal relic at 1.1 TeV.

Low, Wang:
2014

Thermal higgsino benchmark



Low, Wang:
2014

Thermal higgsino benchmark

Notice wide bands: varying background systematics 1-2%. Big 
experimental challenge is well-characterized background! 

Simple WIMP model still alive (elusive to all DM detections  
so far): higgsino dark matter, a fermionic electroweak doublet 
(fermionic copy of the Higgs doublet) with little mixing with other 
fermions, with the right thermal relic at 1.1 TeV.



Direct detection: scattering with nucleus happens at one loop 
level with a cross section <~ neutrino floor;

Indirect detection: 
about a factor of 50 below 
the current Fermi/HESS 
sensitivity. Future indirect 
detection?

Krall, Reece 1705.04843



Flavor Anomalies
The State of Flavor Anomalies Winter 2018

adapted from

Zoltan Ligeti

Wolfgang Altmannshofer (UC) Implications of B Physics Anomalies March 29, 2018 4 / 24taken from Altmannshofer’s 2018 winter 
aspen talk (is also adapted from 
Ligeti)
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lepton universality tests in tree  
level charged current decays 
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The Experimental Situation

world average from the heavy flavor averaging group

RD =
BR(B ! D⌧⌫)

BR(B ! D`⌫)

RD⇤ =
BR(B ! D⇤⌧⌫)

BR(B ! D⇤`⌫)

` = µ, e (BaBar/Belle)
` = µ (LHCb)

bla

Rexp
D = 0.407 ± 0.039 ± 0.024 , Rexp

D⇤ = 0.304 ± 0.013 ± 0.007

discrepancies with the SM by 2.3� and 3.4�, respectively
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2.3�
<latexit sha1_base64="0ED944bT5ah0JyTm7dIuCBaLEGI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeqy7F6iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSbvu+p7r31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AETkj/4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0ED944bT5ah0JyTm7dIuCBaLEGI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeqy7F6iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSbvu+p7r31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AETkj/4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0ED944bT5ah0JyTm7dIuCBaLEGI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeqy7F6iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSbvu+p7r31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AETkj/4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0ED944bT5ah0JyTm7dIuCBaLEGI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeqy7F6iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSbvu+p7r31/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AETkj/4=</latexit>

3.4�
<latexit sha1_base64="tlgva4UaSXQ9CeciuNSYPXvN9Qo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i0oMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWerx066iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSfvC9T3Xv6/XGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AEf8kAA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tlgva4UaSXQ9CeciuNSYPXvN9Qo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i0oMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWerx066iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSfvC9T3Xv6/XGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AEf8kAA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tlgva4UaSXQ9CeciuNSYPXvN9Qo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i0oMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWerx066iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSfvC9T3Xv6/XGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AEf8kAA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tlgva4UaSXQ9CeciuNSYPXvN9Qo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i0oMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWerx066iv2UjgQbXmuV4OtEr8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5IKKg3hWOue7yUmyLAyjHA6q/RTTRNMJnhEe5ZKLKgOsvziGTqzyhBFsbIlDcrV3xMZFlpPRWg7BTZjvezNxf+8Xmqi6yBjMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGav4+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY0Oq2BD85ZdXSfvC9T3Xv6/XGjdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoAF30IQWEJDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AEf8kAA=</latexit>



O0
VL

= (⌧̄ �µPLb)(c̄�
µPL⌫) OSR �OSL ⇠ (c̄�5b)(⌧̄PL⌫)

Operator analysis: Freytsis, Ligeti, Ruderman, 2015

Models: lepto-quarks, RPV SUSY, W’ bosons
(Greljo et.al; Bauer, Neubert 2015; Deshpande, He; Bhattacharya et.al 2016; 
Altmanshofer et.al 2017…..)



Flavor Anomalies
The State of Flavor Anomalies Winter 2018

adapted from

Zoltan Ligeti
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aspen talk (is also adapted from 
Ligeti)

lepton universality tests in loop level  
neutral current decays 

b ! s``
<latexit sha1_base64="Rvz4O0WyyxGy/YPN3f4ki8NmiiA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7Argh6DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzD6YmVXCmk/x4kERr36JN//GyWYPmlgwQ1HVTXeXnwiutON8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh62VZxKhi0Wi1h2fapQ8AhbmmuB3UQiDX2BHX9yM/c7DygVj6N7PU3QC+ko4gFnVBtpYFd90tcxUaSPQuTfwK45dScHWSVuQWpQoDmwv/rDmKUhRpoJqlTPdRLtZVRqzgTOKv1UYULZhI6wZ2hEQ1Relq8+I6dGGZIgluZFmuTq746MhkpNQ99UhlSP1bI3F//zeqkOrryMR0mqMWKLQUEqiDl2ngMZcolMi6khlEludiVsTCVl2qRVMSG4yyevkvZ53XXq7t1FrXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYlJasoucI/sD6/AHkaJMb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rvz4O0WyyxGy/YPN3f4ki8NmiiA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7Argh6DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzD6YmVXCmk/x4kERr36JN//GyWYPmlgwQ1HVTXeXnwiutON8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh62VZxKhi0Wi1h2fapQ8AhbmmuB3UQiDX2BHX9yM/c7DygVj6N7PU3QC+ko4gFnVBtpYFd90tcxUaSPQuTfwK45dScHWSVuQWpQoDmwv/rDmKUhRpoJqlTPdRLtZVRqzgTOKv1UYULZhI6wZ2hEQ1Relq8+I6dGGZIgluZFmuTq746MhkpNQ99UhlSP1bI3F//zeqkOrryMR0mqMWKLQUEqiDl2ngMZcolMi6khlEludiVsTCVl2qRVMSG4yyevkvZ53XXq7t1FrXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYlJasoucI/sD6/AHkaJMb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rvz4O0WyyxGy/YPN3f4ki8NmiiA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7Argh6DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzD6YmVXCmk/x4kERr36JN//GyWYPmlgwQ1HVTXeXnwiutON8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh62VZxKhi0Wi1h2fapQ8AhbmmuB3UQiDX2BHX9yM/c7DygVj6N7PU3QC+ko4gFnVBtpYFd90tcxUaSPQuTfwK45dScHWSVuQWpQoDmwv/rDmKUhRpoJqlTPdRLtZVRqzgTOKv1UYULZhI6wZ2hEQ1Relq8+I6dGGZIgluZFmuTq746MhkpNQ99UhlSP1bI3F//zeqkOrryMR0mqMWKLQUEqiDl2ngMZcolMi6khlEludiVsTCVl2qRVMSG4yyevkvZ53XXq7t1FrXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYlJasoucI/sD6/AHkaJMb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rvz4O0WyyxGy/YPN3f4ki8NmiiA=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7Argh6DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzD6YmVXCmk/x4kERr36JN//GyWYPmlgwQ1HVTXeXnwiutON8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh62VZxKhi0Wi1h2fapQ8AhbmmuB3UQiDX2BHX9yM/c7DygVj6N7PU3QC+ko4gFnVBtpYFd90tcxUaSPQuTfwK45dScHWSVuQWpQoDmwv/rDmKUhRpoJqlTPdRLtZVRqzgTOKv1UYULZhI6wZ2hEQ1Relq8+I6dGGZIgluZFmuTq746MhkpNQ99UhlSP1bI3F//zeqkOrryMR0mqMWKLQUEqiDl2ngMZcolMi6khlEludiVsTCVl2qRVMSG4yyevkvZ53XXq7t1FrXFdxFGGYziBM3DhEhpwC01oAYNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYlJasoucI/sD6/AHkaJMb</latexit>

Experimental Situation

RK (⇤) =
BR(B ! K (⇤)µµ)

BR(B ! K (⇤)ee)

R[1,6]
K = 0.745+0.090

�0.074 ± 0.036

R[0.045,1.1]
K⇤ = 0.66+0.11

�0.07 ± 0.03

R[1.1,6]
K⇤ = 0.69+0.11

�0.07 ± 0.05

3 observables
deviating by ⇠ 2� � 2.5�
from the SM predictions
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Compatibility with Other b ! sµµ Anomalies

WA, Stangl, Straub 1704.05435

WA, Niehoff, Stangl, Straub 1703.09189

(+ many others ...)

the LFU observables are
fully compatible with other
anomalies that are seen in

b ! sµµ transitions
(“P 0

5 and friends”)

Best description of all
anomalies by:

new physics in final states
with muons

Cµ
9 (s̄�µPLb)(µ̄�µµ)

SM-like final states with
electrons
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One example of model: Z’ from gauging Lμ - L𝜏 

My Favorite Model

Z 0 based on gauging Lµ � L⌧

with effective flavor violating couplings to quarks
WA, Gori, Pospelov, Yavin 1403.1269; WA, Yavin 1508.07009

µ+

µ−

bL

sL

Q
Z ′

⟨φ⟩

⟨φ⟩

g′
g′YQbY ∗

Qs⟨φ⟩
2

2m2
Q

predicted Lepton
Universality Violation!

Q: heavy vectorlike fermions with mass ⇠ 1 � 10 TeV
�: scalar that breaks Lµ � L⌧
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Altmannshofer et.al; 2014, 2015

If true, who orders it?



Beyond the near future: 
High-energy LHC and future colliders

S. Su 41

NATURE |  NEWS

China plans super collider
Proposals for two accelerators could see country become collider capital of the world.

22 July 2014

For decades, Europe and the United States have led the way when it comes to high-energy particle colliders. But
a proposal by China that is quietly gathering momentum has raised the possibility that the country could soon
position itself at the forefront of particle physics.

Scientists at the Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) in Beijing, working with international collaborators, are
planning to build a ‘Higgs factory’ by 2028 — a 52-kilometre underground ring that would smash together
electrons and positrons. Collisions of these fundamental particles would allow the Higgs boson to be studied with

Elizabeth Gibney

Martial Trezzini/epa/Corbis

The 27-kilometre Large Hadron Collider at CERN could soon be overtaken as the world’s largest particle
smasher by a proposed Chinese machine.

Nature News, July

Nature News (E. Gibney), 2014 
http://www.nature.com/news/china-plans-super-collider-1.15603



A lot of questions to address: 

What are the physics goals? Naturalness, dark matter, 
electroweak phase transition…

To achieve the physics goals, what technology developments
are needed? And how to achieve them?

Each community will have its own future planning. Yet to 
obtain a cohesive picture and a complete answer, we need to 
put together all the information we could have:
interplay between future colliders and other future 
experiments? 

Have to think about it from now rather than wait to make
future colliders built! 



The party is under way already

More work is on the way
and needed. 
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assuming 3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity. The exclusion reach is ⇡ 8 TeV, which

corresponds to roughly 110 signal events before cuts. Note that this agrees with the estimate

obtained by extrapolating the number of excluded signal events at
p
s = 8 TeV [63].

The searches proposed here also have good discriminating power away from the massless

neutralino limit. A 2 TeV stop could be discovered in the compressed region of parameter

space. It is possible to exclude neutralino masses up to 3 TeV in most of the parameter

space.

All of the results presented here have been obtained with very minimal cut-flows that do

not rely on b-tagging or jet substructure techniques. Additional refinements should increase

the search sensitivity, at the price of making assumptions on the future detector design.
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FIG. 5: Projected discovery potential [left] and exclusion limits [right] for 3000 fb�1 of total
integrated luminosity. At each signal point, the significance is obtained by taking the smaller CLs

between the heavy stop and compressed spectra search strategies, and converting CLs to number
of �’s. The blue and black contours (dotted) are the expected (±1�) exclusions/discovery contours
using the heavy stop and compressed spectra searches.

D. Di↵erent Luminosities

An open question in the design for the 100 TeV proton-proton collider is the luminosity

that is necessary to take full advantage of the high center of mass energy. As cross sections fall

with increased center of mass energy, one should expect that higher energy colliders require

more integrated luminosity to fulfill their potential. The necessary luminosity typically

scales quadratically with the center of mass energy, meaning that one should expect that

the 100 TeV proton-proton collider would need roughly 50 times the luminosity of the LHC

at 14 TeV.

Cohen, D’Agnolo, Hance, Lou, Wacker 2014

A factor of 5~6 improvement in the discovery reach: 
Discovery Reach ~ 6 TeV stop and exclude 8 TeV stops at 95%.
Probe electroweak fine tuning ~ 3000. 

Physics cases for a future hadron collider: 
leap in searching for new particles



Reveal and test the underlying  
mechanism: e.g, MSSM explanation
of the Higgs mass

Ideal playground to apply
jet substructure tools to 
discover and distinguish new 
physics models

Agrawal, Fan, Reece, Xue 2017
Fan, Jaiswal, Leung 2017



Keep searching! 



Backup



Many other related studies aiming to improve the sensitivity at 
colliders for higgsino DM: e.g., a better tracker?

Charged and neutral higgsino nearly degenerate in mass, one-loop 
induced mass splitting ~ 360 MeV;
nominal decay length of charged higgsino, c𝜏~ 6.6 mm 

Disappearing charged track: need large boost (~ 100) (more easy to 
get large forward than transverse boost)

Increase the tracker granularity below r=10 cm (r: transverse 
distance from the beamline): need 10 hits at r = 10 cm. 

In the future, may consider having a forward tracker covering 

Mahbubani, Schwaller, Zurita; 
Fukuda, Nagata, Otono, Shirai,  2017

� = 4

� = 3.5

� = 2.0
Figure 7: Sketch of the proposed forward
tracker setup, consisting of two endcaps,
each 5cm wide, located at z = 40 and
65 cm, providing hermetic coverage of the
forward region 2  |⌘|  4, for example.
We assume any track reaching the far side
of the near endcap has yielded su�cient
tracker hits to allow a reliable track re-
construction, and, veto on tracks travers-
ing the far endcap.

simply compare the sensitivity of our track-based analysis to the more conventional one at
the level of the number of charged tracks.

We perform our track-based analysis in two non-overlapping signal regions. The central
region 0  |⌘|  2 will contain the bulk of of the charged tracks. In addition, we define
a forward region 2  |⌘|  ⌘

max

for some ⌘

max

to be specified later, which contains fewer
but highly-boosted charged states, as illustrated in figure 3(c). The former will share part
of the disappearing charged-track selection criteria of the conventional analysis described
above, but none of the event-selection, which relied on hard additional radiation. In the
central track selection we require:

• pT,tr � 3 TeV;

• 0  |⌘|  2;

• 10 cm  r

tr

 65 cm.

The charged track distribution as a function of r, for m� = 1.1 TeV, c⌧ = 6.6 mm is shown
in figure 6(a), as is the analogous distribution for the conventional analysis. We see that
dropping the hard radiation requirement increases the number of charged track events by a
factor of 4 at a transverse distance of 10 cm, yielding more than 40 events for our reference
value.

We further defining a track-based forward region as follows:

• p

tr

� 8 TeV ;

• 2  |⌘|  4 .

Now we study the charged track distribution as a function of longitudinal distance z from
the interaction point, for two di↵erent values of ⌘

max

(see figure 6(b)), with the smaller
value giving a factor of 2 decrease in charged track yield. By contrast, there are an order
of magnitude fewer tracks available if the traditional pT,j/MET-based cuts are maintained.

A complete definition of the forward signal region requires a concrete proposal for a
tracker that can successfully identify disappearing charged tracks in the forward direction.
We have in mind a setup similar to figure 7 with four tracking endcaps (two at each end)
providing hermetic coverage of the forward region 2  |⌘|  4, the far sides of which we
take to be located at z = 45 and 70. Although the endcaps, as illustrated, have a width of
5 cm, the precise value is irrelevant provided we can assume any track reaching the far side
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